Formulation of the Problem
Need for de-noising. In geophysics, signals come with noise; this noise affects the resulting images and maps. It is therefore desirable to minimize the effect of this noise.
De-noising: ideal case. In some practical situations, we know the probabilities of different values of signal and we know the probabilities of different values of noise. In such situations, we can use statistical filtering techniques to find optimal de-noising; see, e.g., [1] .
Comment. Techniques for optimal de-noising are known since the 1940s when N. Wiener designed his famous Wiener filter [16] .
Specifics of geophysics.
In geophysics, however, we rarely know the exact values of these probabilities. One of the reasons is that, in contrast to many other disciplines, where we can determine the true values of different quantities by measuring them directly, in geophysics, it is very difficult (or even impossible) to directly measure the physical characteristics of the rocks at large depths, and these characteristics are what we are trying to determine.
Need for experts in geophysics.
Since we do not know the corresponding probabilities, it is difficult to determine a priori which de-noising methods are most adequate for geophysical data. To select an appropriate de-noising method, we therefore have to use the expertise and intuition of expert geophysicists.
How geophysical expert knowledge is used now. At present, the knowledge of geophysical experts is mainly used to select the most physically reasonable Earth model among all the models which are consistent with the observations.
If some semi-heuristic method consistently leads to models which are -according to the expertsmore physically adequate than models generated by other methods, then this method is adapted by geophysicists. If some semi-heuristic method does not always result in adequate models, then geophysicists try to modify the original methods.
It is desirable to directly translate expert knowledge into data processing techniques.
The current trial-and-error approach to designing geophysical data processing techniques has led to many successful applications, ranging from successful discovery of mineral deposits to description of risks in earthquake-prone areas.
However, like most trial-and-error search-inthe-dark processes, this approach is very timeconsuming -and, honestly, somewhat frustrating from researchers who are designing new methods. It is desirable to come up with faster (and less frustrating) ways to translate expert knowledge into data processing techniques.
What we do in this paper. In this paper, we show that fuzzy techniques [6, 11, 17] -techniques specially designed to translate imprecise ("fuzzy") expert knowledge into precise algorithms -can help translate geophysical expert knowledge into relevant data processing techniques.
We provide two types of arguments that the resulting techniques are indeed reasonable:
• we show that the results of applying these techniques satisfy reasonable requirements, and • we also show that these techniques are in good accordance with the empirically successful semi-heuristic geophysical methods.
Statistical De-Noising: Successes and Limitations
Need for de-noising: a general description.
In many practical situations, we want to know how a certain physical quantity x changes with time (or, more generally, how the values of the corresponding quantity changes with time and with a spatial location). In many such cases, we can directly measure the values x(t) of this quantity at different moments of time. For example, in meteorology, we measure the temperature, wind speed and direction, etc., at different moments of time. In geophysical seismic data processing, we measure, at different moments of time, the displacement caused by the seismic waves.
Measurements are never absolutely accurate. As a result, the measured values x(t) are, in general, somewhat different from the actual (unknown) val-
It is therefore desirable to decrease the effect of the noise, i.e., to recover the actual signal x(t) as accurately as possible.
Case when we know the probability distributions. In some situations, we have many records of the actual signals, of the measured values, and/or of the values of measurement uncertainty. In such situations, we can use these records to determine the probabilities of different values of signal x(t) and noise ∆x(t).
In such situations, when we have the measured values x(t), we can estimate the probability of different values of the actual signal x(t). Based on this information, we would like to find an estimate X(t) which is the closest to the actual value, i.e., for which the difference e(t) def = X(t) − x(t) between the reconstructed and actual signals is close to 0 for all t.
Both the original signal and the reconstructed signal can be naturally represented as points in multi-D space, for which the corresponding value X(t) or x(t) is the t-th coordinate. We want X(t) to be close to x(t); in geometric terms, this means that we want the corresponding points X(t) and x(t) to be close.
How do we describe closeness. In general, the distance between the two points x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and y = (
Here, strictly speaking, we have infinitely many coordinates, so we need to take the limit of the corresponding sun ∑ t (X(t) − x(t)) 2 , i.e., the integral:
In effect, this distance is what we would like to minimize.
From minimizing distance to the Least Squares approach. Strictly speaking, it is possible to start minimizing the distance directly. However, from the computational viewpoint, this direct minimization has a problem: most traditional optimization techniques are based on computing the derivatives. For example, a straightforward calculus-based minimization of a function means that we take the partial derivatives of the minimized function with respect to all the unknowns, and equate all these partial derivatives to 0 (since, according to calculus, at minimum and maximum points, the function's derivative is equal to 0). The problem is that for the square root f (x) = √ x, the derivative at x = 0 (where we want to be) is infinite.
So, from the computational viewpoint, it is desirable to avoid the square root when formulating the objective function. In minimization, the square root is easy to eliminate. Indeed, since the square root is an increasing function, minimizing the square root of some expression is equivalent to minimizing the expression itself. Thus, instead of minimizing the square root, we can minimize the integral
Minimization of the sum of the squares of approximation errors -known as the Least Squares method -is indeed one of the most widely used ideas in signal processing; see, e.g., [14] .
The Least Squares method can also be justified by the fact that the purpose of the signal reconstruction is to minimize the loss L(X(t)−x(t)) caused by the inaccuracy in reconstructing the signal. Since the inaccuracy is usually small, we can expand the loss function into Taylor series and keep only the first few terms in this expansion:
This loss is equal to 0 when ∆x(t) = 0; thus, we should have c 0 = 0 and c(t) = 0 for all t. Thus,
If c(t, t ′ ) ̸ = 0 for some t ̸ = t ′ , this would mean that for some combination of signs of the inaccuracies ∆x(t) and ∆x(t ′ ) (same sign if c(t, t ′ ) < 0 and different signs if c(t, t ′ ) > 0), the presence of both inaccuracies would decrease the overall loss. This may be the case in some specific situations, but in general, this seems counter-intuitive. It is therefore reasonable to require that c(t, t ′ ) = 0 when t = t ′ . Thus, the loss formula takes the simplified form
In general, we have no prior reason to believe that the loss at one moment of time is more damaging than a similar loss at another moment of time. Thus, it makes sense to assume that the coefficient c(t, t) does not depend on time t, i.e., that the loss is simply proportional to the sum ∑
or, in the continuous case, to the corresponding integral
Need to minimize the expected value. According to decision making theory (see, e.g., [7, 10, 12] ), an appropriate decision is the one that minimizes the expected value of the utility -or, equivalently, minimizes the expected value of the loss. Thus, it is reasonable to look for an estimate X(t) for which the expected value E[
2 dt] of the above integral attains the smallest possible value.
Once we know all the probability distributions, this minimization is a well-defined optimization problem, so we can find the corresponding estimate X(t).
In many reasonable cases, we have an explicit formula for de-noising. In the general case, optimization may be complicated, but in many cases, we have explicit formulas for optimal de-noising; see, e.g., [1] .
These formulas are made possible by the fact that the measurement uncertainty usually comes from many different independent factors. It is known that the distribution of the joint effect of many independent factors is close to Gaussian (normal); this is known as the Central Limit Theorem (see, e.g., [14] ). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the measurement uncertainty ∆x(t) is normally distributed.
Similarly, in many situations, the signal x(t) is caused by the joint effect of several different factors. For example, the seismic signal comes from the movement of different rocks which are reasonably independent. Thus, it is also reasonable to assume that the distribution of the signal is Gaussian.
It also makes sense to assume that the signal and the measurement uncertainty are independent -since they are caused by different causes.
In many practical applications, the probability distributions for x(t) and ∆x(t) are stationary -i.e., the corresponding probabilities do not change with time. It is known that stationary process are convenient to describe in terms of their Fourier transformŝ
namely, the Gaussian stationary process with 0 mean is uniquely determined by the corresponding spectra
. In terms of the spectra, the Fourier transformX(ω) of the optimal estimate X(t) has the formX
.
Comment.
This formula was first derived by N. Wiener, the father of cybernetics (see, e.g., [16] ) and is, therefore, known as the Wiener filter.
Wiener filter and similar formulas have many successful applications. As shown in [1] , optimal statistical de-noising formulas are ubiquitous, they are efficiently used in all areas of signal processing.
Limitations of the optimal statistical denoising. The formulas for the optimal de-noising assume that we know the corresponding probabilities. In many practical situations, however, we do not know these probabilities.
Geophysics is one of such areas, since, as we have mentioned earlier, in contrast to many other disciplines where, in principle, we can directly and accurately measure the actual values of the physical quantities of interest, in geophysics, it is often impossible to directly measure the desired physical characteristics.
To handle such situations, it is therefore important to use methods of de-noising under uncertainty, when we do not have full information about the corresponding probabilities.
De-Noising under Uncertainty, Case of
Smooth Signals: Existing Algorithms, Successes, and Limitations
Case of smooth signals: description. In many practical situations, while we do not know the corresponding probabilities, we do know that the actual signal x(t) is smooth. In contrast, the measurement errors ∆x(t) corresponding to different moments of time t are usually independent random variables, as a result of which the dependence of ∆x(t) on time t is not smooth.
De-noising: idea. The signal is smooth x(t) and close to the observed signal x(t). There may be other smooth functions y(t) which are close to x(t). However:
• For the actual smooth signal x(t), there is only one reason why this signal is different from the measured signal x(t): the presence of the noise.
• In contrast, for a smooth function y(t) ̸ = x(t), there are two reasons why y(t) ̸ = x(t): the presence of the noise and the difference between x(t) and y(t).
We therefore expect that the distance d( x, x) between the observed signal x(t) and the actual signal x(t) is smaller than the distance d( x, y) between the observed signal x(t) and any different smooth function y(t) ̸ = x(t). Thus, we can find the actual signal as the smooth function X(t) which is the closest to the observed signal x(t).
How this idea is usually formalized: Tikhonov regularization. We already know how to describe that the functions x(t) and X(t) are close: by using the integral ∫ (X(t) − x(t)) 2 dt. So, to describe the above idea in precise terms, it is sufficient to come up with an exact definition of a smooth function.
Intuitively, a function X(t) is smooth if all the values of its derivativeẊ(t) are reasonable small. In other words, we can say that a function X(t) is smooth if the vector consisting of all the valuesẊ(t) is sufficiently close to the vector consisting of all zeroes. The corresponding distance can be described as the square root of the interval ∫ (Ẋ(t)) 2 dt; thus, a bound b on this distance is equivalent to a bound on this integral
In these terms, the above idea means that we find the signal X(t) for which the integral
attains its smallest possible value under the constraint
In general, the minimum under the inequality constraint is attained:
• either inside the constraint region, i.e., in this case, when
If the minimum was attained inside, this would mean that we have a global minimum, the constraint could be ignored. However, the global minimum of the non-negative integral
value) is attained when X(t) = x(t) (= x(t) + ∆x(t)), and this function x(t) is not smooth.
Thus, the minimum cannot be attained inside, it has to be attained at the boundary ∫ (Ẋ(t)) 2 dt = b 2 . So, our optimization problem is equivalent to minimizing the integral
Due to the Lagrange multiplier idea, this is equivalent to an unconstrained minimization of a functional
for an appropriate Lagrange multiplier λ. This formulation is known as Tikhonov regularization; see, e.g., [15] .
Tikhonov regularization: successes. Tikhonov regularization is easy to implement: for example, in terms of Fourier transforms, its solution can be described explicitly, aŝ
The computational efficiency of regularization is one of the reasons why regularization has been successfully used in many application areas [15] .
Tikhonov regularization: first limitation.
Tikhonov regularization works reasonably well when we know how smooth is the original signal, i.e., equivalently, what is the value λ. In many practical situations, however, we do not have a priori information about this smoothness. As a result, sometimes, after using Tikhonov regularization to smoothen the measured signal, we realize that the resulting signal is not smooth enough, and an additional smoothing is needed.
Intuitively, we expect that if the original smoothing was not sufficient, then we just need to apply, to an under-smoothed signal, an additional smoothing of the same type. Alas, this is not the case: if we first apply Tikhonov smoothing with some λ, and then, to the resultX(ω) of this smoothing, we apply a similar smoothing with some other parameter ∆λ, we get a signal
which is different from the expected signal
corresponding to some appropriate value λ ′ : simply because the product of two quadratic expression
is not itself equal to a quadratic expression 1 + λ ′ · |ω| 2 , no matter what value λ ′ we select; see, e.g., [3, 9] .
Tikhonov regularization: second limitation.
The second limitation is even more fundamental: Tikhonov regularization assumes that the actual signal is smooth. In many practical applications, this assumption makes sense. However, in geophysics, there are real abrupt transitions between different layers of rocks. As a result, recorded geophysical signals are often not smooth. Smoothing the signal smoothes the actually abrupt transition -i.e., makes the resulting model less realistic.
What we plan to do. In this paper, we show that expert knowledge can help us overcome both limitations of Tikhonov regularization.
From Semi-Heuristic Ideas of Tikhonov Regularization to Smoothing Motivated by Expert Knowledge
What is smoothing? Let us describe this problem in intuitive terms. Instead of trying to formulate smoothing as a complex optimization problem, let us instead try to describe simple rules describing smoothing.
We want to come up with a smooth function X(t) which is close to measured values x(t). Again, instead of trying to describe closeness in complex mathematical terms, let us simply describe this requirement as an imprecise (fuzzy) relation
X(t) ≈ x(t).
We have not yet described what smoothness mean here; let us now try to describe smoothness in similar simple terms. Intuitively, a smooth function is the one for which the values at nearby points are close to each other: if t is close to t ′ , then
. This is simple to describe, but not as simple to solve, since, in contrast to the relation X(t) ≈ x(t) that relates the unknown X(t) directly to the measured value x(t), the property X(t) ≈ X(t ′ ) relates two unknown values X(t) and X(t ′ ) to each other. So, to make it easier to use this constraint when solving a problem, it is desirable to reformulate these constraints in a more direct terms. This can be done if we take into account that from
. Thus, the intuitive meaning of smoothing is captured by the following general rule:
From the intuitive description to exact formulas. For each moment t, once we fix a membership function µ(t, t ′ ) that describes closeness, the above rules leads to different values X(t) = x(t ′ ) with different degrees µ(t, t ′ ). In other words, we get a membership function that describes possible values of X(t). We would like to select a single estimate from this membership function. For this "defuzzification", let us use centroid defuzzification, the most widely used defuzzification procedure [6, 11] , according to which we select the value
How do we describe closeness? In [8] , we have shown that, under reasonable assumptions, a natural way to describe closeness is by using a Gaussian membership function, which, in the isotropic case, has the form µ(t, t ′ ) = exp
For this function, the integral ∫ µ(t, t ′ ) dt ′ does not depend on t and is, thus, equal to a constant. Thus, after the corresponding smoothing, the value X(t)
) .
In terms of Fourier transforms, this smoothing takes the formX(ω)
The resulting expert-motivated smoothing overcomes the first limitation of Tikhonov regularization. The first limitation of Tikhonov's regularization is that when we apply an additional smoothing to an already smoothed signal, we do not get the same result as when we performed more smoothing from the very beginning. For the new smoothing procedure, there is no such limitation: if we apply several such smoothings one after another, the joint effect of all these smoothings is equivalent to a single smoothing of the same type. This is the easiest to show in terms of Fourier transforms: every smoothing is equivalent to multiplying a signal by an expression exp(−a·ω 2 ) for some constant a (which is equal to σ 2 /2). If we apply several smoothings, corresponding to values a 1 , . . . , a n , then as a result of these smoothings, the original Fourier transform is multiplied by the prod-
2 ) of such terms, and one can easily see that this product is equal to a exp(−a · ω 2 ),
a i , i.e., to a single smoothing of the same type.
Moreover, the expert-motivated smoothing procedure is the only one that is free from this limitation. Let us show that not only the expert-motivated smoothing is free from the above first limitation, it is also the only possible smoothing procedure which is free from this limitation. Indeed, if a smoothing procedure is free from this limitation, this means that any smoothing can be represented as a composition of many small smoothings. Each shift-invariant smoothing has the form
. When we apply two smoothings one after another, this is equivalent to applying a smoothing
ds is a convolution of two copies of the function k(t) corresponding to a single smoothing. Similarly, n consequent smoothings are equivalent to applying a function k n (t) which is a convolution of n copies of the function k(t).
Interestingly, the same convolution also describes how the probability density function (pdf) k(t) of a single random variable ζ get transformed into a pdf for the sum ζ 1 + . . . + ζ n of several independent variables distributed according to the same distribution with pdf k(t). We have already mentioned that, according to the Central Limit Theorem, the distribution of the sum of many independent random variables is close to Gaussian -and the more variables we add, the closer to the Gaussian distribution we get.
The pdf of the Gaussian distribution has the form C ·exp(−a·t 2 ). Thus, the convolution k n (t) of many functions k n (t) has the same Gaussian form -and the convolution with a Gaussian function is exactly our expert-based smoothing.
Comment. From the mathematical viewpoint, the above argument is similar to the one given in [13] for a somewhat different problem related to geophysical data processing.
The resulting expert-based smoothing operation is in line with heuristic geophysical smoothing techniques. It is worth mentioning that our expert-based smoothing is close to the smoothing successfully used in geophysics under the name of shape regularization [3, 9] . For example, the paper [3] shows, on the example of the Gulf of Mexico data, that the new smoothing leads to a more adequate geophysical description than the more traditional Tikhonov smoothing.
What If Signals Are Sometimes Not
Smooth?
Need to consider possibly non-smooth signals: reminder. Many geophysical structures have abrupt boundaries. As a result, the corresponding signals are not always smooth: they have abrupt transitions corresponding to these boundaries.
How such signals are processed now: splines.
In mathematical terms, the corresponding signals are not always smooth, they are sometimes piecewise smooth. To describe such signals, it is thus natural to use piece-wise smooth models (splines). Splines have indeed been efficiently used in data processing, in particular, in seismic data processing.
Limitations of the splines approach. While splines are often successful, in some situations, splines do not fully reflect our understanding of the geophysical phenomena.
Indeed, general splines simply assume that there is a non-smooth transition, without explaining what type of a transition this is. A more adequate description should take into account not only the specifics of the smooth part of the signal, but also specifics of the corresponding transitions.
How to take geophysical specifics into account: finite-parametric models. In general, specifics means that instead of considering all possible smooth (or piece-wise smooth) dependencies, we have a family of models m(t, ⃗ c) depending on some parameter(s) ⃗ c = (c 1 , . . . , c k ), models that describe the corresponding phenomenon.
For example, a linear (and, more generally, smooth dependence can be locally well described by a linear model x(t) ≈ m(t) = c 1 + c 2 · t, a wave can be locally described by a sinusoid x(t) ≈ m(t) = c 1 · cos(c 2 · t + c 3 ). There are also finite-parametric models for such non-smooth phenomena as phase transitions, etc.
The corresponding models are usually local. In all the above cases, a model with a finite number of parameters is only an approximation; the longer the period of time that we need to cover, the less accurate the model becomes. Thus, to provide a more adequate description, a reasonable idea is to use each such model only locally, i.e., to have several (n) models each of which covers some short time period.
In this approach, instead of k parameters, we need k · n parameters.
Traditional approach to combining local models: use of splines. The more parameters we need, the more computational time and computational resources we need. As a result, in the past, when these computer resources were limitedso that routine geophysical computations required computers much more powerful that a usual PCpractitioners tried to limit the number of models n, i.e., in effect, go back to piece-wise models.
Limitations of the splines approach. The resulting spline-type models were a good fit, but at the transitions between the n regions, we have deviations from smoothness which were not corresponding to anything geophysically meaningful.
Let us explain this problem on an example of approximation a smooth function by linear models. Each smooth function x(t), in the vicinity of each point t 0 , can be well approximated by a linear function: x(t) ≈ m(t) = x(t 0 ) +ẋ(t 0 ) · (t − t 0 ). The further t from t 0 , the less accurate the corresponding approximation. To come up with an approximation which is accurate for all moments t, we thus need to use different linear approximations on different time intervals: first m(t) = x(t 0 ) +ẋ(t 0 ) · (t − t 0 ), then m(t) = x(t 1 ) +ẋ(t 1 ) · (t − t 1 ), etc. This is OK, but at the border between two different intervals, the derivative of the approximating function m(t) changes abruptly -e.g., fromẋ(t 0 ) toẋ(t 1 ), while the original signal x(t) may have been very smooth, with a differentiable first derivativeẋ(t).
New approach: use of local attributes. Nowadays, the computers are more powerful, so it has become possible to use numerous local models. It has even been computationally possible to consider, for each moment t 0 , a model x(t, ⃗ c(t 0 )) which is the best fit for some neighborhood of t 0 [2, 5, 4] .
This approach is consistent with the geophysicists' intuition: for example, a geophysicist can meaningfully talk about a local frequency and amplitude of a wave, and how these quantities change as a wave changes.
This approach has led to interesting practical results. For example, in [2, 5] this approach helped to enhance oil recovery by providing a clearer picture of how oil migrated in the (natural) reservoir rock (where oil accumulates before going into the production well).
How to translate this general idea into a precise algorithm? The papers [2, 5] use a semiheuristic approach to process the corresponding models. Let us show that -similarly to smoothing -these semi-heuristic techniques can be explained as a natural formalization of the expert rules.
